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Ceramics Two Syllabus 

   

Quarter Three, September 6th – November 3rd (8 n’ half weeks) 

-Big Theme Mug, decide on a theme, etch, add, or create as animal/flora/fauna 

-Work/s of choice, must incorporate 3 building methods using four full days 

-Magdalene Odunodo inspired coiled vase using Red clay, 7-9 inches tall.                                  
-Two plus Weeks, Burnishing, optional Slip and clear glaze the inside.  

-Create 3 small sculptures, send one along with a letter to a local Ceramic Artist 

-Wheel throwing or create a Pair of functional dishes. Method of choice                                   
-Two weeks -Wheel throwing/trimming or Pair of dishes.  

-Mythological animal/character/made-up creature holding a little dish   

 

Quarter Four, November 8thth – January 26th (9 n’ half weeks)  

-Create a Sphere, during leather hard stage cut out shapes to create a pattern.                                                                         
-Two weeks 

-Make 2 or 3 functional bowls, donate at least one for Empty Bowls Event in May                          
-Two weeks 

-Make of Vase or tall cup, must be at least 5 inches tall and smooth on the outside.                  
Two weeks -Sgraffito an image for finishing technique. Building Method of choice.  

-Make a Tea Pot or a “Box”. Decorated including carving, patterns and raised areas.                    
-Two weeks. Method of choice.                                                                                                                    

-Final Artist Statement Celebration 

 

 



Method choices:                                                                                                            
Coiling, Slab, Hand-built, and Pinched.                                                                            
Wheel Thrown method will be approved after attending the demonstration and showing 
knowledge of equipment and proper materials handling. Cleaning procedures will be 
accessed on an on-going basis. 

Absences:                                                                                                                                                 
If are absent it is your responsibility to check google classroom for assignment 
information. If you know you will be absent communicate that with Ms. O’Shion ahead 
of the absence.                                                                                                     

Lateness:                                                                                                                                                    
If you come into class after the class start time it is your responsibility to sit down quietly 
until announcements are complete.                                                                                                                     

If you come into class during or after announcements have finished it is your 
responsibility to you to review information on google classroom.                                                                                                         

If you come into class during announcements and are not able to sit down quickly and 
quietly without disruptions, you will choose 3 tools to wash completely in the sink and 
return to your table.                                                                               

Cleaning:                                                                                                                                
You are a part of this class, and part of this class is cleaning. You are expected to clean 
up after yourself and to help support your table. Messes will happen and the more we 
help each other the cleaner our tools and classroom will be for everyone. 

Phone Policy: Cell phones are the best way for you to take photos of your work to turn 
into google classroom Cell phone use is only prohibited during the last 15 minutes of 
class, exceptions may be made on an individual basis. Cell phones are only to be used to 
take photos of your artwork or a fellow students work as a favor.  

Grading Policy:                                                                                                                  
You may turn in work up to Two weeks after the assignment due date without late points 
taken away. After the first two weeks your grade will decline. Flexibility may be given to 
students who have been in quarantine, sick or traveling. 504’s and IEP’s will be taken 
into consideration. Every effort will be made to grade work completed within a week of 
it’s turned in date, starting from the due date. 

Advocating for yourself:                                                                                        
Communicate your learning needs and wants. Ask questions and ask for help from your 
table mates, then from Ms. O’Shion 
 


